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� We examine the roles of dopamine excess and atypical white matter in stuttering. � We simulate ‘‘neurally impaired” versions of the
neurocomputational model GODIVA. � Each abnormality causes stuttering by affecting the same BG–thalamus–vPMC circuit. � The circuit
selects/initiates the next syllable too late, resulting in dysfluency. � The results account for brain imaging findings during dysfluent speech
production.
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1. Introduction

Developmental stuttering is a speech disorder characterized b
frequent repetitions of syllables or parts of syllables (sound
syllable repetitions), and by audible and inaudible prolongation
of articulatory positions (prolongations and blocks, respectively
Although approximately 1% of the population stutters (Van Ripe
1982), the etiology of the disorder is still unknown. The primar
goal of this paper is to enhance our understanding of the underly
ing mechanisms by using a computational model to explore alter
native neurological bases of stuttering.1 This approach provide
detailed explanatory accounts for already published data, and frame
testable hypotheses to guide future experiments. The mod
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1 In this paper, we always refer to developmental stuttering unless specified
otherwise.
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grity and elevated dopamine levels have been reported for individuals wh
w such abnormalities may lead to speech dysfluencies due to their effec

rcuit that consists of basal ganglia (BG), thalamus, and left ventral premoto
impaired’’ versions of the neurocomputational speech production mod
st two hypotheses: (1) that white-matter abnormalities disturb the circu

ns carrying copies of executed motor commands and (2) that dopaminerg
ircuit via the striatum. Simulation results support both hypotheses: in bot
malities delay readout of the next syllable’s motor program, leading to dysfl
unt for brain imaging findings during dysfluent speech. It is concluded tha

lity types can cause stuttering moments, probably by affecting the sam
.
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developed here extends recent instantiations of the DIVA (Direction
into Velocities of Articulators) and GODIVA (Gradient Order DIVA
neurocomputational models of speech production (Bohland, Bulloc
& Guenther, 2010; Golfinopoulos, Tourville, & Guenther, 2010
Guenther, 1995; Guenther, Ghosh, & Tourville, 2006; Guenthe
Hampson, & Johnson, 1998; Nieto-Castanon, Guenther, Perkell,
Curtin, 2005; Tourville, Reilly, & Guenther, 2008).2

Brain imaging studies of developmental stuttering have dis
closed various abnormalities in the brains of persons who stutte
(PWS). In this paper we discuss two discoveries: a structura
abnormality in white matter fibers (WMFs) beneath the le
precentral gyrus (Chang, Erickson, Ambrose, Hasegawa-Johnson
& Ludlow, 2008; Cykowski, Fox, Ingham, Ingham, & Robin, 2010
Kell et al., 2009; Sommer, Koch, Paulus, Weiller, & Buchel, 2002

2 The DIVA and GODIVA models address different aspects of speech production. Th
DIVA model deals with motor control for articulation of single syllables, whereas th
GODIVA model is involved in sequencing, selection, and initiation of syllab
production in multi-syllabic speech.
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194& Freund, 2000). The activation-failures reported by Watkins
195et al. were observed under conditions in which PWS were dysflu-
196ent, suggesting that the degree of deactivation of the vPMC may
197be causally related to actual moments of stuttering, and not solely
198to an underlying deficiency. The correlation of vPMC deactivation
199with actual stuttering is also consistent with observations that
200the left inferior lateral premotor cortex, which largely coincides
201with vPMC, is the only left hemisphere motor region in which
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in
atkins, Smith, Davis, & Howell, 2008),3 and evidence that dorsal
iatum (Wu et al., 1997) has markedly elevated dopamine (DA),
ich is released by fibers from the SNc (substantia nigra pars com-

cta, see Watkins et al., 2008). Although both abnormalities have
en suggested as possibly contributing to stuttering, it is unclear
ich functional neural circuits are implicated in the white matter
pairment or the elevated dopamine levels. Also unknown are
e functional consequences of these abnormalities, and how they
d to moments of stuttering (for selected proposals, see the afore-

entioned papers and Brown, Ingham, Ingham, Laird, & Fox, 2005, p.
5; Giraud et al., 2008; Max, Guenther, Gracco, Ghosh, & Wallace,
04). Lastly, an open question is whether the two abnormalities
ed to exist simultaneously for stuttering to emerge.
We believe that each of these abnormalities may separately
d to the dysfluencies that characterize stuttering. The location
the structural abnormality in the deep perisylvian operculum

ykowski et al., 2010) that lies beneath the left precentral gyrus
ggests that the abnormality is close to the ventral primary motor
rtex, or vMC (Sommer et al., 2002). In accordance with this view,

follow the hypothesis that the impairment is in corticostriatal
ojections that originate in vMC and indicate the current motor
te, and that the resulting transmission errors prevent the basal

nglia (BG) from detecting the proper motor context for shifting
tween syllables, i.e., terminating the previous syllable and initi-
ing the motor program – a stored sequence of motor commands
for the next syllable (Alm, 2004, p. 358). Concerning the second
normality, we build upon the claim that dopamine excess may
versely affect the striatum (Maguire, Yu, Franklin, & Riley,
04), and we hypothesize that a specific part of the striatum,
e putamen, would become dysfunctional. This dysfunction could
mper the BG’s ability to bias cortical competition (among motor
ograms for similar syllables) in favor of the motor program
propriate for the next syllable (cf. Alm, 2004; Lu et al., 2010;
atkins et al., 2008, p. 57).
These two dysfluency mechanisms – a failure to cancel the

tivation of the previous syllable, and a failure to bias cortical
mpetition in favor of the next syllable – might be considered
ecific cases of the two common accounts of any perseveratory
enomenon: the failure to inhibit previous, and the failure to
tivate next (see, for example, Fischer-Baum & Rapp, 2012);
th accounts were already proposed in the context of stuttering
owell, 2007; MacKay & MacDonald, 1984, p. 274). However, in
ntrast with perseveration which is characterized by repetition
whole units, stuttering is mostly characterized by prolonga-
ns, blocks, and sound/syllable repetitions that do not respect

gmental (phonemic) boundaries (Conture, 2001, p. 6). There-
re, we hypothesize that each of the two mentioned dysfluency
echanisms, rather than inducing repetition of the previous syl-
le, may lead to abnormally slow activation of all but the ear-

st part (see Howell, 2007) of the next syllable’s motor
ogram (cf. Brown et al., 2005, p. 115; Packman, Code, & On-
w, 2007). All dysfluencies in stuttering may result from such
layed syllable activation, whereas the type of dysfluency
und/syllable repetition, prolongation, block, etc.) depends on

ditional factors, including the reaction of the speaker to the
layed activation.
Both mechanisms described above involve the basal ganglia
ose relation with stuttering is demonstrated by various lines
evidence (see Alm, 2004). This group of nuclei, which takes

rt in speech production (Crosson, 1992; Gracco & Abbs, 1987;

Although abnormal fractional anisotropy (FA) values, which indicate structural
ormality, were detected in other brain regions as well, the finding of low FA values
eath the left precentral gyrus is the most consistent (see Cykowski et al., 2010).
the possibility that even beneath this limited region of cortex, PWS have several

tinct abnormalities, see Section 2 of the Supplementary material.
ease cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling of stutt
volved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http://dx.do
enther, 2008), was first linked to stuttering indirectly: the
sociation was made due to the BG’s interconnection with the
pplementary motor area (SMA), which may also be involved
the disorder (Caruso, Abbs, & Gracco, 1988). Basal ganglia le-
ns are associated with the presence of acquired (neurogenic)
ttering following strokes (Theys, De Nil, Thijs, van Wieringen,
Sunaert, 2012) and traumatic brain injuries (Ludlow, Rosen-
rg, Salazar, Grafman, & Smutok, 1987), and several case studies
owed that such a scenario (acquired stuttering after a BG le-
n) leads to speech disturbances similar to developmental stut-

ring in various behavioral and clinical dimensions (Heuer,
taloff, Mandel, & Travers, 1996; Koller, 1983; Krishnan & Ti-
ri, 2011; Tani & Sakai, 2011). The BG also have critical role
sequence skill learning, which is deficient in PWS (e.g.,
its-Bandstra & De Nil, 2007).
Perhaps the strongest evidence for BG involvement in stutter-

g comes from pharmacological studies. The BG’s striatum
ceives the densest dopamine innervation in the brain, and in
peated findings, drugs that block type D2 dopamine receptors
2Rs) have been shown to be effective in reducing stuttering
rady, 1991; Maguire et al., 2004; Stager et al., 2005; Tran,
aguire, Franklin, & Riley, 2008). Although other parts of the
ain also have D2Rs, it is likely that a major part of the amelio-
tive action of the D2R blockers was in the BG. Opponent pro-
ssing in the BG, in which the D1R (D1 dopamine receptors)
pressing striatal projection neurons promote action whereas
e D2R-expressing striatal projection neurons oppose action
e Section 2.2), is fundamental to forebrain control of action
all jawed vertebrates (Reiner, 2009), and imbalances of D1R

. D2R processing are associated with a wide range of disorders
movement and decision making. These include schizophrenia,
olar disorder, and Parkinson’s disease. The use of D2R block-

s to treat stuttering was motivated, for example, by similari-
s between stuttering and Tourette’s syndrome. Both begin in
ildhood, and both occur more frequently in males than in

ales. Unfortunately, treatment of stuttering with most D2
tagonists incurs problematic side effects (see Maguire et al.,
04).
A role for BG in stuttering is also supported by functional imag-

g studies (Braun et al., 1997; Brown et al., 2005; Chang, Kenney,
ucks, & Ludlow, 2009; Giraud et al., 2008; Ingham et al., 2004; Lu
al., 2010; Watkins et al., 2008; Wu et al., 1995). However, BG nu-
i are small in size and/or complex in shape, so it is difficult to
termine which BG nuclei are contributing to activation changes
.g., Watkins et al., 2008). This may explain why, in a recent meta-
alysis of functional imaging studies (Brown et al., 2005), PWS
owed only one reliably detected abnormality in the BG: they
ked the weak but reliable above-baseline activation observed
the left globus pallidus of control subjects during speech.
Despite their limitations in highlighting problems in the BG,
aging studies are very useful in detecting cortical abnormalities.
the Brown et al. (2005) meta-analysis, the activation in the left
ecentral gyrus of fluent speakers extended from the vMC to the
ntral premotor cortex (vPMC), whereas the activation in the left
ecentral gyrus of PWS was restricted to the vMC. That PWS fail to
operly activate the left vPMC was confirmed by a Watkins et al.
008) functional imaging experiment (see also Chang, Horwitz,
tuni, Reynolds, & Ludlow, 2011; Salmelin, Schnitzler, Schmitz,
ering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
i.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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202 the activation level for PWS of both sexes is inversely correlated
203 with stutter rate (Ingham et al., 2004). Also relevant is Neumann
204 et al.’s (2003) finding of abnormally low activation in the left pre-
205 central cortex (of which the vPMC is part). In that study, the only
206 dysfluencies produced by the subjects were sentence-initial blocks.
207 There are additional clues supporting the involvement of vPMC
208 in stuttering. The first is that the most common speech elements re-
209 peated by PWS are complete syllables or their initial parts. This
210 problem may be the result of a vPMC malfunction because this
211 brain region codes for syllables, as was recently demonstrated using
212 functional imaging techniques (Bohland & Guenther, 2006; Ghosh,
213 Tourville, & Guenther, 2008; Peeva et al., 2010). Another clue is the
214 existence of vPMC-to-vMC projections (Barbas & Pandya, 1987;
215 Passingham, 1993), which, according to the DIVA model, constitute
216 feedforward or ‘‘well-learned’’ speech motor commands (Guenther
217 et al., 2006). Simulations with the DIVA model showed that im-
218 paired readout of feedforward commands, which is one possible
219 outcome of vPMC malfunction (see Section 2.2.3), may lead to
220 sound/syllable repetitions (Civier, Tasko, & Guenther, 2010). Lastly,
221 activation of the vPMC depends on reciprocal excitatory links with
222 the thalamus (Hoover & Strick, 1993), and thalamic activation is
223 gated by potent inhibitory outputs from BG. The vPMC is therefore
224 likely to be affected by the BG problems discussed above. Because
225 the vPMC both sends projections to (Takada, Tokuno, Nambu, & In-
226 ase, 1998), and (via the thalamus) receives projections from, the BG,
227 we will refer to this closed circuit by the term BG–vPMC loop.
228 Although suggestive of a role for the BG in stuttering, systemic
229 drug effects cannot reveal exact mechanisms of any disorder. Sim-
230 ilarly, imaging studies that suggest a role for vPMC in stuttering do
231 not explicate how that role may relate to a BG dysfunction. Imag-
232 ing studies can be used, though, to evaluate hypotheses concerning
233 BG dysfunction. Unfortunately, this method cannot be applied to
234 most past hypotheses as they cannot predict whether particular
235 brain regions would be over- or under-activated during stuttering
236 (e.g., Brown et al., 2005, p. 114; but see Giraud et al., 2008; Wu
237 et al., 1995); without a modeling strategy that progressively incor-
238 porates the BG’s complex internal circuits, including its many
239 inhibitory connections, it will remain very difficult to predict neu-
240 ral activation patterns (cf. Alm, 2004, p. 335).
241 To begin to overcome such problems, our method is to formu-
242 late and test hypotheses using an extended version of the GODIVA
243 model that includes both cortical and subcortical sites. We first
244 describe the extended model, with an emphasis on the newly-
245 developed BG–vPMC loop module. After introducing each abnor-
246 mality (white matter impairment or elevated dopamine levels),
247 we then confirm that the model is capable of generating speech
248 is
249 h
250 t
251 )
252 s
253 -
254 A
255 ;
256 l-
257 s
258
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261 i-
262 e
263 d
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265lables) when activated in the proper order.4 To this end, the GOD-
266IVA model simulates the activity in various cells, with each cell
267representing a population of adjacent neurons firing together. The
268activity of a cell in the model is a function of the activities of the cells
269projecting to it, the types (excitatory or inhibitory) and strengths of
270the projections, and the cell’s spontaneous decay (or recovery) rate.
271Based on functional imaging results, previous clinical studies, and
272previous theoretical models, the GODIVA model simulates activity
273in the following principal cortical cells (see boxes in the top of
274Fig. 1): phonological sequence plan and choice cells that code for
275sub-syllabic phonological content (phonemes) and reside in inferior
276frontal sulcus (IFS), and speech sound map (SSM) plan and choice
277cells that code for motor programs and sensory expectations for
278well-learned syllables and reside in the vPMC (Guenther et al.,
2792006). Each of the cortical regions mentioned is divided into two lay-
280ers: a planning layer (where the plan cells reside), and a choice layer
281(where the choice cells reside). The planning and choice layers cor-
282respond to superficial and deep cortical layers, respectively (Brown,
283Bullock, & Grossberg, 2004). This paper focuses on the SSM cells,
284whose function is similar to the ‘‘mental syllabary’’ which was in-
285cluded in previous models of speech production (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs,
286& Meyer, 1999). For the sake of simplicity, we will not discuss here
287the roles of the structural frame representation in the presupple-
288mentary motor area (pre-SMA), and of the subcortical portion of
289the planning loop (bottom left of Fig. 1, for more details see Bohland
290et al., 2010).
291The input to the GODIVA model is a set of neural signals from
292higher-order linguistic areas. It specifies the phonemes of the tar-
293get utterance, the order of their production, and their position in-
294side the syllable (there are seven phoneme positions: three onset
295consonants, vowel nucleus, and three coda consonants). In the
296example given in Fig. 1, the input to the model (graphically
297presented at the top left corner) is the target utterance /godivE/
298(‘‘go’’ as in ‘‘go home’’). The goal of the model is to choose the mo-
299tor programs (‘‘go’’, ‘‘di’’, and ‘‘vE’’) required for the production of
300the specified utterance, and to activate them in the appropriate or-
301der and timing.
302Fig. 1 also demonstrates the activations of several cells during
303the planning and selection of the first syllable in /godivE/. The in-
304put to the model reaches the phonological sequence plan cells and
305creates activity gradients across the /g/, /d/, and /v/ phoneme cells
306in syllable position 3 (third onset consonant) and across the /o/, /i/,
307and /E/ phoneme cells in syllable position 4 (vowel nucleus). In
308these gradients, the phonemes that come first in the utterance
309have higher activations. By choosing the most activated plan cells,
310the GODIVA model then generates a co-temporal activation of the
311e
312r,
313-
314t
315s,
316e
317i-
318,
319C
320’’
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behaviors that account for dysfluencies. As the GODIVA model
both neurocomputational and biologically plausible (compare wit
other models reviewed in Civier (2010), p. 3), it can also predic
entire patterns of blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD
responses observable across the brain regions simulated, much a
cerebral and cerebellar activation patterns during normal and per
turbed speech were predicted based on simulations of the GODIV
model’s counterpart, the DIVA model (Golfinopoulos et al., 2010
Guenther et al., 2006; Tourville, Reilly, & Guenther, 2008). To eva
uate our hypotheses, we compare these predicted BOLD response
to published functional imaging data.

2. Neurocomputational modeling of serial speech production

2.1. The original GODIVA model

The GODIVA model (Bohland et al., 2010) explains how arb
trary utterances that fall within a speaker’s language rules can b
represented in the brain, and how such utterances can be produce
from a finite library of learned motor programs (well-learned sy
Please cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling o
involved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http:/
phonological sequence choice cells coding /g/ and /o/. The choic
cells, in turn, drive activity in the model’s vPMC planning laye
where multiple SSM plan cells representing possible motor pro
grams become active. The cell for ‘‘go’’ fully matches the curren
phonological sequence representation in the inferior frontal sulcu
and the other cells match it partially (‘‘goal’’, whose third phonem
/l/ is not activated, and ‘‘so’’, whose first phoneme /s/ is not act
vated). Due to its perfect match to the phonological representation
the ‘‘go’’ SSM plan cell becomes the most active cell in the vPM
planning layer. The next goal of the model is to produce the ‘‘go
syllable by choosing (increasing to supra-threshold activity) th
corresponding SSM choice cell (‘‘go’’), while keeping the othe

4 Although a limited set of well-learned syllables is not sufficient for the productio
of all words in a given language, it usually serves for the production of most word
(for example, the combinations of just 1000 syllables account for over 80% of word
produced in English). See Bohland et al. (2010, pp. 1508–1509, 1516) for th
mechanism that permits the model to produce those syllables whose motor program
are not included in the limited set stored in memory (for simplicity, this mechanism
not implemented here).
f stuttering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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Pl
in
M choice cells inactive. This will enable the ‘‘go’’ SSM choice cell
ading out the appropriate stored motor programs and sensory
pectations; instructions that will be passed to the DIVA portion
the model (Guenther et al., 2006) for motor execution (the right
e of Fig. 1).

. Extending the GODIVA model to account for stuttering

In this paper, the functionality of the GODIVA model is
tended by connecting the vPMC with the BG; this forms a
–vPMC loop (an illustration of the resulting extended GODIVA

odel is shown in Fig. 1). The BG–vPMC loop is separate from
e planning loop that connects the BG to the inferior frontal sulcus
d the pre-SMA. Although both loops pass through the BG, there
no interaction between the two. Just as the normal function of

. 1. ‘‘Box-and-arrow’’ schematic of the extended GODIVA model and its integratio
dforward control portion of the model is shown because it is focal in this paper’s si
bus pallidus. GPe = external globus pallidus. For simplicity, details of the model’s rep
nning layer to the thalamus, are omitted.
e BG–vPMC loop is to facilitate fluent production of rapid se-
ences of well-learned syllables, its dysfunction reduces fluency
d permits the model to simulate stuttering.
A close-up of the BG–vPMC loop is shown in Fig. 2. To imple-

ent the neural circuit, the GODIVA model hypothesizes projec-

ne
in
BG
an
sy

ease cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling of stutt
volved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http://dx.do
ns from thalamic output cells to corresponding SSM choice
lls. Following Mink (1996), the GODIVA model further hypothe-

ith the DIVA model. Although these models utilize feedback control, only the
ations of stuttering. The input to the model is the word ‘‘godiva’’. GPi = internal
ntation of the presupplementary motor area, and the projection from the vPMC
357

358

359

360
es that at each point, any of these projections may serve to
her excite (via supra-baseline thalamic activation) or inhibit

ia sub-baseline thalamic activation) the targeted SSM choice cell.
e activation of each thalamic cell is determined by a chain of
lls projecting from one to another (cortex–striatum–pallidum–
alamus). Although there is significant convergence between
ese chains in vivo, the model treats them as a set of competitive
annels (only two of them are depicted), each modeled by two
iatal projection neuron cells (putamen D1R cell and putamen
R cell), one GABAergic striatal interneuron cell (putamen IN

ll), one internal pallidum cell (GPi) and one external pallidum
ll (GPe). All the cells represent spontaneously-decaying neurons
cept for the pallidal cells, which represent spontaneously-firing
urons. The channels interact in the striatum and continue to
teract in the striatum’s projections to the GPe. In the rest of the
’s nuclei, however, the channels remain independent of one
other. Each one of the channels corresponds to a well-learned
llable (syllables ‘‘go’’ and ‘‘di’’ in the figure), and interacts with
ering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
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Fig. 2. Idealized circuitry of the basal ganglia–ventral premotor cortex (BG–vPMC
model’s variable that codes for the cell’s activation level (see Section 1 of the Supp
thalamic projections as a set of competitive channels. Two of these are included in
channel is for the well-learned syllable ‘‘go’’ (orange squares; variables with subs
with subscript 2). Within each channel are two striatal projection neuron cells: a
cell of the indirect pathway, shown projecting to GPe. Also shown for each chan
feedforward inhibition, one internal pallidum cell (GPi/SNr), one external pallidum
the idealized cortical column of the vPMC that codes the motor
programs and sensory expectations for that syllable.

Each channel of the BG–vPMC loop is divided between two
functionally-distinct direct and indirect pathways (Kravitz et al.,
2010; Mink, 1996, p. 418). Fig. 2 illustrates that the pathways are
segregated from one another in the striatum, and originate in the
putamen’s predominant types of D1R and D2R expressing cells,
respectively (Kravitz et al., 2010; but see Nadjar et al., 2006). Dopa-
mine release facilitates signaling in the direct pathway, because DA
binding with D1Rs is excitatory to the putamen D1R cells, whereas
DA inhibits signaling in the indirect pathway, because DA binding
with D2Rs is inhibitory to the putamen D2R cells (Gerfen, 1992).5

The direct pathway projects through inhibitory pathways from the
putamen to the GPi (Albin, Young, & Penney, 1989), and the indirect
pathway projects through inhibitory pathways from the putamen to
the GPe (Percheron, Yelnik, & Francois, 1984), which in turn inhibits
the GPi (Mink, 1996; Parent & Hazrati, 1995). The GPi, which is the
convergence point of the two pathways, exerts inhibition on the
thalamus. Rather than repeatedly mentioning the sign inversions im-
plied by these chains of inhibition, the following discussion focuses
on each pathway’s net effect on the cortex (via the excitatory thala-

by one SSM plan cell at the vPMC planning layer, and one SSM choice cell at the vPMC
for simplicity. The deep-layer motor cells of the vMC, as well as their afferents (from
corticostriatal white matter fibers that arise from the vMC’s efferents, feed into a stage
imminent syllable completion. This stage outputs a transient syllable-completion sign
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5 Although DA also inhibits cholinergic interneurons in the striatum via D2Rs, this
action is synergistic because acetylcholine itself inhibits the direct path and facilitates
the indirect path (see review in Tan and Bullock (2008)).

Please cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling o
involved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http:/
p. The cells of the circuit are represented by squares. Inside each square is the GODIV
entary material for relevant equations). The model treats the cortico–striatal–pallida
diagram and coded by an orange or a blue box for each cell type within the channel: on
t 1), and the other channel is for the well-learned syllable ‘‘di’’ (blue squares; variabl
amen D1R cell of the direct pathway, shown projecting to GPi/SNr, and a putamen D2
are: one striatal GABAergic interneuron cell (putamen IN cell) shown as a mediator
l (GPe), and one thalamic cell. The cortical columns are shown as well, each represente
382mus–vPMC choice layer projection): excitatory for the direct path-
383way, and inhibitory for the indirect pathway.
384The two main functionalities that the BG–vPMC loop adds to the
385GODIVA model – biasing the competition in the cortex and initiat-
386ing the next syllable based on contextual signals – are described
387next. These functionalities are mediated by the direct and indirect
388pathways, respectively.

3892.2.1. The direct pathway: biasing competition in the cortex to select a
390syllable
391In the original GODIVA model, competition via recurrent lateral
392inhibition among SSM choice cells in the vPMC choice layer allows
393a single motor program to be chosen for output to the motor appa-
394ratus. Since the activities of the SSM choice cells reflect the activi-
395ties of the SSM plan cells, the winner in the vPMC choice layer is
396the choice cell whose well-learned syllable matches the most the
397phonological sequence representation in the inferior frontal sulcus.
398However, the original GODIVA model ignores data and models
399showing that the information needed to resolve such a competi-
400tion, and to gate onsets of voluntary actions, is not available in a
401single cortical patch but is available at the BG level due to
402convergent cortical afferents to zones of the striatum (Brown
403et al., 2004; Passingham, 1993). The direct pathway of the newly
404added BG–vPMC loop addresses these limitations of the original
405GODIVA model, and permits, for example, simulating delayed initi-

choice layer. The projections from the vPMC planning layer to the thalamus are omitted
the vPMC choice layer) and efferents (to the brainstem), are shown on the right. The
(not modeled as a single cell, but algorithmically, so depicted as a triangle) that detects
al to the putamen D2R cells. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure

f stuttering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
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Pl
in
ion of voluntary actions. Moreover, because the direct pathway is
ongly modulated by dopamine (see Section 2.2), we would be
le to simulate stuttering due to elevated dopamine levels.
Since the BG–vPMC loop ultimately projects (via the thalamus)

its cortical region of origin (see Fig. 2), the direct pathway is capa-
of biasing competition in the vPMC choice layer by exciting the

M choice cells (hence, syllabic motor programs) that are most

ely to win the competition, i.e., those SSM choice cells for pro-
ams that most closely match the phonological syllable (the better

449su
450ta
451tio
452th
453pu
454lam
455Th
456th
457ce
458te
459va
460th
461th
462th
463

464su
465Hi
466co
467co
468bit
469ch
470pr
471BG
472ne
473th
47420
475to
476is
477str
e match, the greater is the excitation). The direct pathway has this
formation as the BG–vPMC loop originates in the SSM plan cells,

ich code the degree of phonological match (see Section 2.1).
e SSM choice cells for programs with poorer matches receive
boost via the direct pathway because their corresponding tha-
ic cells remain inhibited by GPi. This lack of thalamic excitation

akens such SSM cells in the competition. The dual role of the BG
strengthening desired programs and weakening competing pro-
ams (cf. Mink, 1996, p. 414) has been explored in numerous com-
tational models, and is a kind of contrast enhancement.
To demonstrate the selection of a winner SSM choice cell in the

tended GODIVA model, Fig. 3 includes snapshots of the relevant
bset of the BG–vPMC loop at the beginning (panel a) and end
anel b) of the selection process of ‘‘go’’. The height of the bars
presents cell activation level, and the thickness of the arrows
presents strength of excitation or inhibition. In each panel, the
een dashed arrows indicate the excitatory and inhibitory signals
at drive the circuit into the next stage. Fig. 3a is a snapshot of the
cuit after the phonological sequence choice cells drove activa-
n in the SSM plan cells (see Section 2.1 and Fig. 1); indeed, the
o’’ SSM plan cell has higher activation than the ‘‘goal’’ SSM plan
ll. As the SSM plan cell for ‘‘go’’ exerts more excitation (on its cor-
sponding choice cell) than the SSM plan cell for ‘‘goal’’, the pat-
rn of activation in the vPMC planning layer is mirrored in the
oice layer. Notice that although the SSM choice cell for ‘‘go’’
hibits that for ‘‘goal’’, this is not sufficient to decide the competi-
n because the opposite inhibition, from ‘‘goal’’ to ‘‘go’’ operates
. 3. The state of the basal ganglia–ventral premotor cortex (BG–vPMC) loop at two consec
differential activation of the SSM plan and choice cells, (b) activation of the direct pathwa
tor program for ‘‘go’’. The height of the bars represents cell activation level, and the th
lamic thresholds are marked by dashed lines. The rest of the conventions are as in Fig. 2. In
t drive the circuit into the next stage. Only the relevant subset of the circuit is presented
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of th

ease cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling of stutt
volved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http://dx.do
well. At that stage, the subcortical potion of the BG–vPMC loop
not affecting the cortex. The GPi cells are inhibited by the spon-
neously-firing GPe, but since the inhibition is not complete, they
ll fire strong enough to keep the thalamic cells quiet.
To help the ‘‘go’’ SSM choice cell win the competition after all,

e ‘‘go’’ SSM plan cell strongly activates its BG–vPMC loop channel
reen dashed arrow in Fig. 3a). Fig. Fig. 3b shows the result of this
bcortical activation (although subcortical participation is simul-
neous, we treat it as a separate stage for clarity). First, the excita-
n from the SSM plan cell turns the putamen D1R cell for ‘‘go’’ into

e most activated D1R cell. Through the direct pathway, the ‘‘go’’
tamen D1R cell is then strongly exciting the corresponding tha-

ic cell, pushing it well above the thalamic activation threshold.
is is done via disinhibition: the ‘‘go’’ D1R cell inhibits the GPi cell,
us preventing the latter from inhibiting the thalamic cell. The
lls in the channel for ‘‘goal’’ demonstrate exactly the opposite pat-
rn, resulting in the ‘‘goal’’ thalamic cell being only weakly acti-
ted. As the thalamic cells excite the cortex in proportion to
eir activity, they ultimately bias cortical competition in favor of
e SSM choice cell for ‘‘go’’. The cell reaches cortical selection
reshold, and reads out the feedforward commands.
The BG mechanisms described above provide the cortex with a

pplemental form of lateral (or surround) inhibition (see
kosaka, Takikawa, & Kawagoe, 2000, p. 963), thus allowing the
rtex to make more rapid selection once the BG detect that the
nditions for releasing a plan are satisfied. Increasing lateral inhi-
ion hastens selection because it enables the most active SSM
oice cell (the cell for the correct well-learned syllable) to sup-
ess its competitors faster. Lateral inhibition provided by the
, as opposed to that originating in the cortex, gives the central
rvous system (CNS) extra degrees of freedom for controlling
e extent of lateral inhibition (Gurney, Prescott, & Redgrave,
01). Moreover, to increase the contrast enhancement provided
the cortex, the direct pathway of the extended GODIVA model
assisted by feedforward lateral inhibition from the GABAergic
iatal interneurons (putamen IN cells). Because these interneu-
utive stages in the selection of the motor program adequate for the syllable ‘‘go’’:
y biases cortical competition in favor of ‘‘go’’ SSM choice cell which reads out the
ickness of the arrows represents strength of excitation/inhibition. Cortical and
each panel, the green dashed arrows indicate the excitatory or inhibitory signals

: the direct pathway, the GPi, the thalamus, and the vPMC. (For interpretation of
is article.)

ering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
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478 rons, which are known to strongly inhibit other striatal neurons
479 (Brown et al., 2004; Koos & Tepper, 1999), are driven by the SSM
480 plan cells as well, each SSM plan cell will be effectively inhibiting
481 the putamen D1R cells in the other channels (all channels other
482 than the channel that corresponds to the specific SSM plan cell).
483 This will increase the contrast between the putamen D1R cells,
484 and ultimately, the contrast enhancement provided to cortex.6

485 2.2.2. The indirect pathway: using contextual signals to shift to the
486 next syllable
487 To avoid undesired pauses when switching between syllables,
488 the activity of the SSM choice cell for the current syllable must
489 be quenched before the termination of syllable articulation, in or-
490 der to allow enough time for the selection of the next syllable. The
491 original GODIVA model employs a non-specific response signal
492 that arrives from vMC and quenches the activity of the currently
493 active SSM cell prior to the actual completion of articulation
494 (Bohland et al., 2010). However, in order to accommodate data
495 indicating that D2R antagonist drugs ameliorate stuttering, the ex-
496 tended GODIVA model utilizes the indirect pathway through the
497 BG (Fig. 2). This indirect pathway provides an alternative method
498 of shifting between syllables.
499 For a syllable motor program to be read out in full, the syllable’s
500 SSM choice cell must be continuously excited by the thalamus, be-
501 cause without thalamic support, competition from the other SSM
502 r
503 ’s
504 o
505 s
506

507 e
508 s
509 r,
510 -
511 d
512 s
513 h
514 -
515 a
516 h
517 a,
518 n
519 h
520 -
521 ls
522 g,
523

524To demonstrate the shift from the ‘‘go’’ to the ‘‘di’’ syllables in
525the utterance /godivE/, Fig. 4 includes snapshots of the relevant
526subset of the BG–vPMC loop at the beginning, middle, and end of
527the transition between syllables (panels a, b, and c, respectively).
528For clarity, we removed the ‘‘goal’’ channel that appeared in
529Fig. 3, and instead included the channel for the upcoming syllable
530‘‘di’’. Fig. 4a is a snapshot of the circuit after the SSM choice cell for
531‘‘go’’ was selected in the vPMC, and started reading out the feedfor-
532ward motor commands. By this point, the high-order regions of the
533GODIVA model have already planned the next syllable, resulting in
534the phonological sequence choice cells strongly activating the ‘‘di’’
535SSM plan cell. Since syllable selection was discussed in the previ-
536ous section, this example omits the cells for ‘‘dig’’ and ‘‘do’’ which
537are activated as well, but do not affect the selection of ‘‘di’’. The
538snapshot shows that the feedforward motor commands reach the
539vMC cells, and also prime the ‘‘go’’ putamen D2R cell.8 The vMC
540executes the motor commands, and the termination detectors con-
541stantly receive their copies.
542Fig. 4b is a snapshot taken when the primed ‘‘go’’ D2R cell de-
543tects, via the termination detectors, a combination of motor com-
544mands indicating of upcoming syllable termination (e.g., motor
545commands to fully round the lips indicating the imminent comple-
546tion of the well-learned syllable ‘‘go’’). It immediately activates the
547indirect pathway which uses a chain of three inhibitory connections
548(via the GPe and GPi) to inhibit the thalamus and thereby terminate
549the current syllable. Notice that the ‘‘go’’ D2R cell has inhibitory
550i’’
551ic
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choice cells would suppress the activation of the choice cell fo
the current syllable. With the added indirect pathway, the model
BG can use information received from the ventral motor cortex t
determine when to quench the thalamic activation, which permit
choice of, and shift to, the next syllable’s motor program (SSM
choice). Because the projections from the motor cortex to th
brainstem have collaterals that give rise to corticostriatal fiber
(for rats, see Cowan & Wilson, 1994; Lei, Jiao, Del Mar, & Reine
2004; for monkeys, see Parent & Parent, 2006; but cf. Turner & De
long, 2000; for review, see Wilson, 2004), the putamen is expecte
to receive a copy of each motor command sent to the motoneuron
(Parent & Parent, 2006; Wilson, 1995). In speech production, suc
an efference copy may be used to anticipate the imminent comple
tion of the current syllable and to shift to the next syllable in
timely manner (Alm, 2004; cf. Brown et al., 2005; for non-speec
tasks, see Deniau, Menetrey, & Charpier, 1996; Ueda & Kimur
2003). In the model, the efference copy arrives at the D2R putame
cells (via the termination detectors, see Fig. 2), in accordance wit
findings that collaterals of deep-layer ventral motor cortex’s pro
jections to the brainstem synapse preferentially on the striatal cel
of the indirect pathway (Lei et al., 2004; Reiner, Hart, Lei, & Den
2010; but see Ballion, Mallet, Bezard, Lanciego, & Gonon, 2008).7

6 Whereas the GODIVA model gives the putamen IN cells an important role in th
direct pathway, their role in the indirect pathway is less clear. However, since th
anatomical data do not provide evidence that their efferents preferably synapse o
putamen D1R cells, we implemented inhibition from the putamen IN cells to bo
putamen D1R and D2R cells (see Fig. 2). Yet, for this feedforward inhibition not
interfere with the normal operation of the indirect pathway, the inhibition
putamen D2R cells is modeled as weaker than the inhibition of the D1R cells. This is
line with the TELOS model of saccadic eye movements, which includes the sam
striatal feedforward-inhibition bias (see Eqs. (33) and (34) in Brown et al. (2004
The fact that both the extended GODIVA and TELOS models benefit from a bias
feedforward inhibition toward the putamen D1R cells, predicts that such a bias ma
be important for the proper operation of the BG in the brain.

7 The GODIVA model represents an adult speaker, and as such, it is assumed th
the weights between the vMC and the BG indirect pathway are already set such th
the putamen D2R cell for the current syllable is excited when the syllable is about
complete. Modeling the process in which these weights are learned would b
instructive because learning in the BG involves dopamine (see Brown et al., 200
Frank & Claus, 2006) and is likely to be disrupted by hyper-activity in th
dopaminergic system (Max, 2004; Max et al., 2004). This issue will be investigate
in future papers.
Please cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling o
involved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http:/
connections to all GPe cells (only the connections to ‘‘go’’ and ‘‘d
are shown), which ultimately leads to inhibition of all thalam
cells. This diffuse inhibition by the indirect pathway (Mink, 1996
might also affect the thalamic cell for the upcoming syllable ‘‘di
but owing to its excitation by the direct pathway (a chain of tw
inhibitory connections via the GPi), it survives the inhibition.

The new situation is that the ‘‘go’’ SSM choice cell, which keep
being inhibited by the ‘‘di’’ SSM choice cell, does not receive stron
excitation from the ‘‘go’’ thalamic cell anymore. The result is
quenching of the ‘‘go’’ choice cell, with a concurrent increase i
the activity of the ‘‘di’’ choice cell. Ultimately, the ‘‘di’’ choice ce
reaches cortical activation threshold, and the production of ‘‘d
initiates (Fig. 4c).

2.2.3. Simulating distinct dysfluency types
The current extended GODIVA model is compatible with inter

preting several types of dysfluencies as failures to activate the nex
syllable’s motor program in time. Blocks or prolongations occu
when the model waits for the SSM choice cell for the next syllabl
to go above cortical selection threshold, and (to be better prepare
for the production of the syllable) utilizes the waiting period t
move the articulators to the configuration from which syllable exe
cution starts. This scenario, which can account for the commo
observation that the articulators of PWS are in syllable-initial pos
tion during blocks and prolongations (e.g., Zimmermann, 1980), re
quires an auxiliary assumption: that despite being below cortica
selection threshold, a SSM choice cell can still properly read ou
the motor commands that bring the articulators to their syllable
initial position (cf. Howell, 2007). Sound/syllable repetitions occu
when instead of waiting for the SSM choice cell to go above thresh
old, the model forces the cell to read out the complete motor pro

8 The putamen D2 cells are informed of the current syllable through corticostriat
fibers that arise from collaterals of vPMC-to-vMC projections, and these fibers targ
the same putamen D2R cells that receive the aforementioned efference copy fro
vMC. Although not demonstrated for speech control areas, the convergence in th
model’s striatum of fibers from two frontal areas characterized by strong cortic
cortical links (such as vPMC and vMC) is considered to be normative (reviewed i
Wilson (2004, p. 366)). Finally, note that, of the two corticostriatal fiber bundl
described, only the one that arises from collaterals of vMC efferents is hypothesized
be impaired in the brains of PWS.
f stuttering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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nt su
am right away. The result is impaired readout of feedforward
otor commands that leads to production errors (e.g., incorrect
ngue position). While the model can utilize sensory feedback in
der to generate on-the-fly corrective motor commands, if at
me point the error grows large enough, sound/syllable repetition
ll occur. This is because large errors force the model to ‘‘reset’’
alt and repeat from the beginning) the current syllable. Simula-
ns of sound/syllable repetitions are reported in a previous paper
m our group (Civier et al., 2010).
It should be noted that although the GODIVA model is compat-
e with simulating various dysfluency types as a result of a central

anning delay, its current instantiation does not try to predict
ich of them will be generated each time syllable activation is de-
ed. Selection between dysfluency types is made, instead, at ran-
m. Mechanism for selection between dysfluencies (cf. Howell,
07) will be included in future version of the GODIVA model.

. Implementation

The extended GODIVA model, like the original GODIVA model,
implemented computationally as a neural network governed
a set of ordinary differential equations that capture key features

membrane dynamics, including the bounded range of cell poten-
ls (Grossberg, 1978). This approach permits computation of
nsient as well as steady-state network behavior, and allows

odel simulations to be constrained by neural activity data col-
ted from monkeys performing non-speech motor sequencing

sks. The extended GODIVA model uses all the equations of the
iginal GODIVA model (as specified in Bohland et al., 2010), ex-
pt Eqs. (13) and (14), which were modified, and Eq. (12), which
s omitted for simplicity. The newly added equations of the ex-

nded GODIVA model, as well as the equations modified from
e original GODIVA, are provided and described in detail in
ction 1 of the Supplementary material.

. 4. The state of the basal ganglia–ventral premotor cortex (BG–vPMC) loop and its pr
‘‘di’’ syllables: (a) execution of the ‘‘go’’ syllable, (b) activation of the indirect pathwa
way to the execution of the ‘‘di’’ syllable. Conventions are as in Fig. 3. Only the releva
lamus, and the vPMC.
. Prediction of BOLD responses

One goal of the current modeling work is to generate predic-
ns of entire patterns of BOLD responses associated with stutter-

649of
650th
651m
652tio
653pr

ease cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling of stutt
volved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http://dx.do
g. To this end, we have identified likely neuroanatomical
ations of the model’s components (Golfinopoulos et al., 2010;
enther et al., 2006), which allow us to run simulated functional

agnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) experiments in which the
odel produces speech sounds. Based on the model’s cell activa-
ns, we then generate simulated hemodynamic response
tterns.
The simulated BOLD responses were produced in a manner sim-

r to that described in Guenther et al. (2006). The activity of each
ll, or population of neurons, was convolved with an idealized
modynamic response function that approximates the transfor-
ation from neuronal activity to hemodynamic response in the
ain. The overall hemodynamic response for each brain region
s calculated by summing the responses of the region’s cells. As

simplification, we used the same idealized response function
r all regions in the model; unfortunately, we do not have enough
ta to determine if and how brain regions differ in their response
nctions. The BOLD response for each experimental condition was
tained by subtracting the hemodynamic response for the base-
e condition from that of the experimental condition. To capture
e effect on the BOLD response, of dysfluencies that occur either

or right after the first syllable, the calculation of the hemody-
mic response for dysfluent utterances included neural activity
m the beginning of the simulation up to the shift to the second

llable (the point where the ‘‘di’’ SSM choice cell overcomes the
o’’ cell). For fairness of comparison, the same duration of neural
tivity was also used to calculate the hemodynamic response for
e baseline condition.
The prediction of BOLD responses (experimental condition

inus baseline condition) adds up to the prediction of behavioral
tcomes, and permits evaluating model output against previously
ported fMRI results. As fMRI has low temporal resolution,
ported BOLD responses are shaped by the relation between brain
tivities in the experimental and baseline conditions at each point
the speech task examined, and it is difficult to directly compare
em with simulation results. The selected solution, of convolving
odel activations with an idealized hemodynamic response func-
n, is only approximate, but provides a good estimation of the
edicted BOLD response. Although a summation of model

tions to the motor cortex at three consecutive stages in the shift from the ‘‘go’’ to
hen the syllable is about to terminate, (c) quenching of the ‘‘go’’ choice cell paves
bset of the circuit is presented: the indirect pathway (not in panel c), the GPi, the
ering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
i.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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654 activations would have been simpler, it is inexact by nature, since
655 it ignores the role of the hemodynamic response function in decid-
656 ing the shape of the BOLD response.9

657 3. Results

658 Computer simulations of the extended GODIVA model produc-
659 ing its name (/godivE/) were performed to test our two hypotheses
660 about the etiology of stuttering. One hypothesis involves elevated
661 dopamine levels (affecting both the putamen D1R and D2R cells),
662 and the other involves impaired white matter fibers (in corticostri-
663 atal projections originating in vMC). To assess each hypothesis, we
664 used abnormal values for the critical parameters of the model that
665 are listed either in the first or second row of Table 1, while keeping
666 the parameters listed in the other row constant (more details on
667 Table 1 are provided in Section 4). For each parameterization, we
668 report the time course of activity in several key model components
669 as well as the BOLD response predicted for that activity. To facili-
670 tate comparison between the different conditions, we report here
671 on dysfluencies of only one type: blocks.
672 To make predictions about differences in brain activations be-
673 tween PWS and fluent speakers, we also simulated the normal
674 (unimpaired) version of the extended GODIVA model. All simula-
675 tions assume that the motor programs for the ‘‘go’’, ‘‘di’’, and
676 ‘‘vE’’ syllables were among those acquired by the DIVA portion of
677 the circuit (see Bohland et al., 2010).

678 3.1. Fluent speech

679 f
680 l
681 ll
682 s.
683 n
684 ll
685 t
686 d
687 -
688 -
689 ),
690 n
691 d
692

693 n
694 e
695 g
696 .
697 o

698the strength of activation in the putamen D1R cells) removes the
699inhibition they usually exert on their corresponding thalamic cells.
700The thalamic cells – like the putamen D1R cells – now reflect the
701pattern of activity in the cortex (with the activation of the cell
702for ‘‘go’’, in orange, being the highest).
703As can be observed in Fig. 5, all well-learned syllables that bid
704for execution have their thalamic cells active to some degree. How-
705ever, only those thalamic cells whose corresponding SSM plan cells
706have the strongest activations in the vPMC exceed the thalamic
707activation threshold. These thalamic cells (whose activation can
708be better observed in the high-pass plot of the thalamus) enable
709self-excitation in their target SSM choice cells, thus allowing the
710SSM choice cells to participate in the syllable-selection process
711that starts at t = 600 ms. Because thalamic cells modulate cortical
712self-excitation in proportion to their level of activation, the SSM
713choice cell for ‘‘go’’, whose thalamic cell has the highest activation
714in the thalamus, has the strongest self-excitation. This helps the
715SSM choice cell for ‘‘go’’ to quickly win the cortical competition.
716Once it exceeds the cortical selection threshold at around
717t = 650 ms, the choice cell reads out the motor commands for the
718syllable ‘‘go’’, and due to its high activation, also returns strong in-
719put to its corresponding thalamic cell. Consequently, the thalamic
720cell for ‘‘go’’ persists at strong activation above the thalamic activa-
721tion threshold while the other thalamic cells decay. Note also that
722the choice cell’s threshold crossing at t = 650 ms also initiates the
723process of replacing the current input to the planning layer with
724the inputs needed to prepare the next syllable (Bohland et al.,
7252010).
726The shift between syllables begins at t = 900 ms, when a phasic
727activation can be observed in the putamen D2R cell for ‘‘go’’. This
728t
729-
730e
731e
732s.
733ll
734ll
735d
736-
737l
738s
739n
740r
741n
742l
743o
744

745

746l
747-
748e
749-

Table 1
Critical parameter value ranges for normal and abnormal versions of the extended GODIVA model.

Description Functional significance Notation Normal values
(persons who do not
stutter)

Abnormal values
(persons who stutter)

Simulated Range Simulated Range

Dopamine levels Binding of dopamine to D1 and D2 receptors in the putamen bD1, bD2 1.0 0.7–
1.45

1.6 0–0.7, 1.45<

Integrity of white matter fibers beneath
the left precentral gyrus

Strength of signaling in the corticostriatal fibers that arise
from collaterals of vMC-to-brainstem projections

kWMF 1.0 0.35< 0.1 0–0.35

d
e
n
e
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The activity in the BG–vPMC loop during fluent production o
the sequence ‘‘go.di.vE’’ by an intact version of the GODIVA mode
(normal GODIVA version) is shown in Fig. 5. The color of each ce
activation in indicates the syllable to which the cell correspond
After the phonological planning for the syllable ‘‘go’’ (depicted i
Fig. 1, and described in Section 2.1), the most active SSM plan ce
is the one that matches the phonological representation the bes
(in this case, the SSM plan cell for ‘‘go’’, whose activation is plotte
in orange). The tonic input signal, which initiates speaking by en
abling selection of the next syllable in the vPMC choice layer, is ap
plied starting from t = 600 ms (see initiation signal I in Eq. (14
Supplementary material). Activity of the SSM choice cells is the
observed, modulated by input from the thalamus, as describe
next.

The putamen D1R cells, driven by the input from the SSM pla
cells, reflect the pattern of activity in the vPMC planning layer. Th
putamen D1R cells that are activated inhibit their correspondin
GPi cells, driving the latter below their tonic level of activation
The weakening of some of the GPi cells (which is proportional t

9 For example, if the relation between brain activities in the experimental an
control conditions varies throughout the speech task (experimental > baselin
condition at some points, and experimental < baseline condition at others), the sig
of the BOLD response peak might flip depending on the exact shape of th
hemodynamic response: how fast it raises and drops, when it peaks, etc.
Please cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling o
involved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http:/
phasic activation is driven by the system’s detection of imminen
syllable completion, and it results in a sharp decrease in the activ
ity of the GPe cells (for simplicity, all GPe cells in the model hav
identical inputs, hence the same activity). Consequently, ther
are increases (of different extents) in the activities of all GPi cell
This ultimately leads to a phasic inhibition that quenches nearly a
the thalamic cells, including the cell for the active SSM choice ce
for ‘‘go’’. The only thalamic cells spared are those that are excite
via the direct pathway — in this case, the thalamic cells corre
sponding to the syllables which best match the next phonologica
syllable, /di/. At this point, another syllable-selection process take
place and the SSM choice cell for ‘‘di’’ is selected. The terminatio
of ‘‘di’’ and the selection of ‘‘vE’’ are performed in the same manne
described above. The termination of ‘‘vE’’ is not shown. In additio
to detection of syllable completion, termination of utterance-fina
syllables in the current extended GODIVA model requires reset t
zero of the input signal that initiates speaking.

3.2. Dysfluent speech due to elevated dopamine levels

Fig. 6a shows the time course of activity in several key mode
components in a version of the extended GODIVA model with ele
vated dopamine levels (DA GODIVA version). The GPe and GPi ar
omitted for clarity, as their roles in the model are limited to relay
f stuttering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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750 ing and integrating information between the putamen and the
751 thalamus. In this version, both dopamine binding parameters bD1

752 and bD2 are set by default to 1.6, and the result is dysfluent speech.
753 A comparison with the performance of the normal GODIVA version
754 (Fig. 5) reveals that the DA GODIVA version reads out the motor
755 program for the first syllable, ‘‘go’’, too late. The orange line, indi-
756 cating the activity of the SSM choice cell for ‘‘go’’, exceeds thresh-
757 old at t = 777 ms, compared with t = 650 ms for the normal
758 GODIVA version. The behavioral correlate of the delayed SSM
759 choice cell selection is a block (lasting for 127 ms) on the first syl-
760 lable of the utterance /godivE/.
761 Fig. 6b shows the BOLD responses predicted by the model for
762 elevated dopamine levels (DA GODIVA version) compared with
763 the baseline of normal dopamine tone (normal GODIVA version).
764 Sin
765 siz
766 ba
767 pa
768 ba
769 m
770 an
771 im
772 (D
773 ac

774to the predicted increase in putamen BOLD response (DA GODIVA
775version > normal GODIVA version), and both the GPe and GPi cells
776contribute to the predicted decrease in globus pallidus BOLD re-
777sponse (not plotted).

7783.3. Dysfluent speech due to structural abnormality in white matter
779fibers

780Fig. 7a and b similarly shows neural activities and predicted
781BOLD responses (except for a predicted decrease in globus pallidus
782BOLD response, which is not plotted) for a version of the extended
783GODIVA model with white-matter fibers impairment (WMF GODI-
784VA version). In this version of the model, the parameter kWMF , which
785represents the strength of the signal transmitted by the impaired
786co
787sp
788ity
789of
790not reported here, similar results can be achieved by introducing
791no
792

793sio
794m
795ce

Fig. 5. Time course of simulated neural activity in the BG–vPMC loop. The activities of cells that correspond to different well-learned syllables (thus, to different channels and
their corresponding cortical columns) are plotted in distinct colors. Shown from top to bottom are SSM plan cells, SSM choice cells, thalamic cells, GPi cells, putamen D1R
cells, GPe cells, and putamen D2R cells. For clarity, the thalamic cell activations are shown both in high-pass and full-range views. Motor program execution is shown above
the activations of the SSM choice cells. Note that the range of the y-axis varies from plot to plot.
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Pl
in
ce the BOLD responses of the different regions greatly differ in
e – a result of the regions having different number of cells, thus,
seline hemodynamic responses of different magnitudes – the
nels show the effect sizes relative to the peak of each region’s
seline hemodynamic response (compare with the normalization
ethod used in Guenther et al., 2006, p. 293). Since the SSM plan
d choice cells are intermixed and cannot be differentiated in
aging studies, the predicted decrease in vPMC BOLD response
A GODIVA version < normal GODIVA version) takes both into
count. Similarly, both the putamen D1R and D2R cells contribute
ease cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling of stutt
volved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http://dx.do
rticostriatal fibers, is set to 0.1, and the result, again, is dysfluent
eech. The modeling assumption is that the structural abnormal-

induces transmission errors, and those translate to generation
a weaker contextual signal in the putamen D2R cells. Although
ise into the information carried by these projections.
A comparison to the performance of the normal GODIVA ver-
n reveals that the WMF GODIVA version starts reading out the

otor program of the ‘‘di’’ SSM too late. The winning SSM choice
ll exceeds the cortical selection threshold at t = 1194 ms, com-
ering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
i.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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pared with t = 1042 ms for the normal GODIVA version. The behav
ioral correlate is a block (152 ms long) on the second syllable of
godivE/. The reason for the delay is that the ‘‘go’’ SSM choice ce

Fig. 6. Time course of neural activities and predicted BOLD responses of the exten
Fig. 5. (b) The BOLD responses predicted by the model for elevated dopamine lev

Fig. 7. Time course of neural activities and predicted BOLD responses of the exten
Conventions as in Fig. 5. (b) The BOLD responses predicted by the model for imp
persists and prevents the selection of the ‘‘di’’ cell. The ‘‘go’’ syllable
is produced normally, though. As motor programs have a fixed
duration, they may terminate well before the suppression of the
choice cell that launched them. There is another block between
the second and third syllables, this time 93 ms long. The BOLD re-
sponses of the WMF GODIVA version were similar to the DA GOD-

808

809o
810e
811a

Please cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling o
involved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http:/
IVA version, other than the BOLD response of the putamen whic
decreased rather than increased relative to the normal GODIV
version.

4. Discussion

The simulations of the extended GODIVA model support tw
hypotheses of how neural abnormalities in stuttering prevent th
SSM choice cell for the next syllable from being activated in

GODIVA model with elevated dopamine levels. (a) Neural activities. Conventions as
compared with the baseline of normal levels.

GODIVA model with structural abnormality in white matter fibers. (a) Neural activitie
d white matter fibers compared with the baseline of intact fibers.
f stuttering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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Pl
in
ely manner. In the case of elevated dopamine levels, the basal
nglia fail to bias cortical competition in favor of the SSM choice
ll adequate for the next syllable, and in the case of white matter
pairment, the BG fail to quickly cancel the activation of the SSM
oice cell for the current syllable. It is this delayed selection of
M choice cells that leads to dysfluencies in the speech produced
the model, supporting recent claims that the BG play a major

le in stuttering (Alm, 2004; Giraud et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2010;
aguire et al., 2004). The delayed selection has several possible
nsequences; each leads to different dysfluencies: blocks, which
e simulated in this paper, as well as prolongations, and sound/
llable repetitions (see Section 2.2.3). Although the reported
cks are atypically short (both are shorter than 200 ms; For com-

rison, blocks and prolongations with an average duration of
6 ms were reported by Zebrowski, 1994), this is because simula-
n parameters were set to reduce the durations of semi-static
havior in the middle of dysfluencies. This reduced the width of
e plots while retaining detail at moments of dynamic model
havior, at starts and ends of dysfluencies. Longer dysfluencies
n be produced with modest changes to model parameters.
Dopamine has an excitatory effect on the direct pathway, and in
ulations, elevated dopamine levels ultimately lead to the

ation of a ‘‘ceiling effect’’ in the thalamus (cf. Alm, 2004, p.
1). The strongly active direct pathway (note the increased activ-
es of all putamen D1R cells in Fig. 6a) over-excites thalamus,
shing the activation of the thalamic cell for the correct well-
rned syllable (‘‘go’’) to the highest possible level (marked by a
tted line); unfortunately, it does the same to one or more cells
incorrect well-learned syllables (‘‘goal’’). Although the ‘‘go’’ tha-

ic cell is still receiving stronger net-excitation than its compet-
rs are, its activation cannot be increased above theirs because

e cell has reached its ceiling. This interferes with the thalamus’s
le in increasing signal-to-noise ratio, or contrast, in the cortex.
e signal (the thalamic excitation of the SSM choice cell for
o’’) is equal to the ‘‘noise’’ (the thalamic excitation of the SSM
oice cells for other syllables), and does not provide the SSM
oice cell for ‘‘go’’ with a competitive advantage. This results in
wer-paced competition in the cortex, delaying the selection of

e next syllable in line (the first syllable of the utterance, in this
se).
With elevated dopamine levels in the model, dysfluencies do

t happen on later syllables of the utterance /godivE/ because
ore SSM plan cells are active during the syllable selection
ocess: the candidates for the next syllable, as well as the still-
caying candidates for the previous syllable. Due to lateral inhibi-
n in the vPMC planning layer (see Bohland et al., 2010, as well as
ction 1.1 of the Supplementary material), the larger number of
tive SSM plan cells results in lower activity for each of these cells,
ich translates to lower activity for each of the thalamic cells. No

ll except the winning thalamic cell reaches the maximum possi-
activity level, and the ‘‘ceiling effect’’ is prevented. This model-

g result predicts a bias toward dysfluencies on utterance-initial
llables, and thus, accounts for the fact that PWS stutter on the
st word of a sentence more than any other word in it (see review
Bloodstein and Ratner (2008)). That said, depending on the num-

r and fit of candidates for each syllable, elevated dopamine levels
ight also generate stuttering later in the utterance.10

Additional simulations demonstrated that the white matter
pairment, which is assumed to affect the corticostriatal fibers

at arise from vMC-to-brainstem projections, may lead to delayed

fo
ab
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m
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Other factors that contribute to fluency by simultaneously activating many of the
del’s SSM plan cells are: (a) a large number of syllables that are phonologically
ilar to the target syllable and (b) many of these syllables occurring frequently in
language, thus, having their motor programs stored in memory. These model

dictions are partially supported experimentally (Anderson, 2007).

ease cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling of stutt
volved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http://dx.do
lection of the SSM choice cell for the next syllable as well. In this
se, the BG’s normal operation is disrupted, because the putamen
R cells cannot reliably detect the context that indicates the
minent completion of syllable articulation (evident in the barely
tectable transient activities in the putamen D2R cells for ‘‘go’’
d ‘‘di’’ in Fig. 7a). This prevents the indirect pathway from exert-
g strong inhibition on the cortex (via thalamus), and so the SSM
oice cell for the currently executed syllable (and the thalamic
ll that supports it) cannot be rapidly quenched. Staying active
ger, the current SSM choice cell keeps inhibiting the choice cell

at comes to replace it.
In contrast with the simulation for elevated dopamine levels,

e white matter impairment simulation does not generate dysflu-
cy on the first syllable of the utterance /godivE/. Impaired white-
atter projections are hypothesized to disrupt shifts from one syl-
le to the next (including from the last syllable of a word to the

st syllable of the following word), and they cannot affect utter-
ce-initial syllables in the current form of the model. Thus this
echanism, by itself, cannot explain the frequent stuttering on
st words of sentences (Bloodstein & Ratner, 2008).
Increasing our confidence in the validity of the two simulated

potheses is the general agreement between previous imaging
dies of dysfluent speech and the BOLD responses predicted
the simulations. It has been shown that activation levels in

e left thalamus are correlated with moments of stuttering
raun et al., 1997), and that the level of activation in the left glo-
s pallidus is lower than normal in PWS (Brown et al., 2005).
rthermore, the simulations are consistent with repeated find-
gs of abnormally low left vPMC activation in PWS, possibly asso-
ted with actual moments of stuttering (Ingham et al., 2004;
umann et al., 2003; Watkins et al., 2008). There is a partial dis-
reement, though, regarding the BOLD response of the putamen.
e highly significant correlation between the putamen’s activa-
927

928

929

930

931

932

933

934

935

936

937
MF GODIVA version.
The two hypotheses can be also evaluated in terms of their

bustness, namely, whether the results of the simulations are
dependent of exact parameter values. According to our analysis,
th hypotheses are robust because we could replicate their simu-
ions over a wide range of parameter values. These ranges, of
rameter values that produce simulations with dysfluencies, are
ted in the rightmost column of Table 1. According to our predic-
n, they reflect the range of DA levels and severities of WMF
pairments that would be observed in the brains of PWS. The ta-

also lists the range of parameter values that produce
ulations without dysfluencies. It is our prediction that these

nges would correspond to the brain of fluent speakers. Notice
at not only too high dopamine levels, but also too low levels
D1, bD2 < 0.7), produce simulations with dysfluencies. Although
t explored in this paper, this might account for the dysfluencies
served in Parkinson’s disease patients (for review, see Goberman
Blomgren, 2003, p. 57).
The analysis of the simulations should not ignore the model’s

incipal limitation. Although the BG have complex architecture,
r the sake of tractability, they were here modeled as a consider-
ly simplified circuit, with certain elements omitted (subthalamic
cleus, presynaptic dopamine receptors, dopamine modulation of
BA-R mediated inhibition in the striatum, wide range of sensory

puts received by the striatum, etc.). However, since it was de-
ned to capture the principal neural dynamics of the BG, the

odel is expected to survive the addition of any of the missing ele-
ents. For example, the addition of the subthalamic nucleus (STN)
the indirect pathway (as a GPe-to-GPi relay that replaces or aug-

ents the direct link between them) would not modify the net ef-
t of the pathway on the cortex, predicting no change in the
ering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
i.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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simulation results.11 Another simplification is that each cell in th
model represents a neuron population rather than an individual neu
ron; it obviates the need for modeling the complex patterns of sin
gle-neuron firing, but by making the model more tractabl
permits focusing on several fundamental network dynamics of th
BG–vPMC loop (for similar approaches, see Bohland et al., 2010
Brown et al., 2004). To capture some of the complexities after al
the model includes nonlinearities as activation thresholds and satu
ration values, but those are still short of explaining certain firing pa
terns that might change network dynamics. For example, the pallid
neurons’ rebound burst, which might induce the late activation o
the GPi relative to cortical input (Nambu et al., 2000), can be simu
lated by modeling individual neurons which exhibit T-type transien
calcium currents (e.g., Rubchinsky, Kopell, & Sigvardt, 2003).

This modeling study predicts that fluent speakers would exhib
stuttering-like behavior following an increase in brain dopamin
levels, or an introduction of white matter impairment. The forme
option can be partially tested by giving subjects dopamine ago
nists. An experiment with apomorphine, for example, resulted i
increased blinking and yawning (Blin, Masson, Azulay, Fondara
& Serratrice, 1990). Such abnormal movements are not speech dys
fluencies, but that the effect of apomorphine was limited to th
oral and ocular systems, supports a role for dopamine in stutterin
(the disorder affects most orofacial structures, including the eye
see Bloodstein & Ratner, 2008). Unfortunately, the restricted rang
of dosages in experiments on healthy subjects precludes drawin
firm conclusions. Another possibility is that the adverse effects o
dopamine agonists on speech production depend on gene varia
tions possessed by PWS only (for a demonstration that the effect
of dopamine agonists might be gene-dependent, see Eisenegge
et al., 2009). Much more data were collected on parkinsonians trea
ted with the dopamine agonist L-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-dopa
While the results are inconsistent, at least some of these patient
become more dysfluent after drug administration (Goberman
Blomgren, 2003; Koller, 1983; Louis, Winfield, Fahn, & Ford
2001). The elevated dopamine hypothesis predicts that this stu
tering arises from an increase in dopamine to above-normal level
The other model prediction – stuttering due to white matter lesio
in adulthood – can be theoretically tested by analyzing cases of ac
quired stuttering. However, brain lesions are usually too diffuse t
imitate the localized white matter impairment suggested by th
model. Deep brain stimulation (DBS), which is a spatially localize
intervention, might be more adequate for that purpose. Several re
cent case studies indeed report that DBS of subcortical structure
induces stuttering in dystonian and parkinsonian patients (Aller
Kelm, Blahak, Capelle, & Krauss, 2010; Nebel, Reese, Deusch
Mehdorn, & Volkmann, 2009; Toft & Dietrichs, 2011). Althoug
promising, DBS and L-dopa studies in patients should be inter
preted with care since both Parkinson’s disease and dystonia ar
associated with abnormalities in the dopaminergic and/or basa
ganglia systems (see Mink, 1996).

An unorthodox approach utilized in this paper is to compare be
tween the BOLD responses predicted by the simulations, and th
BOLD responses reported in the stuttering literature. The value o
this approach is limited, however, by the ambiguous relationshi

11 The other roles of the STN should not be overlooked, though. Bullock an
colleagues (Brown et al., 2004; Bullock, Tan, & John, 2009) suggest that the vPMC
STN–GPi–Thalamus pathway enhances lockout of competing plans during pla
execution. In the context of the GODIVA model, this lockout mechanism may help
ensure that after a SSM choice cell is selected, it will be protected from disruption b
other SSM choice cells that bid for execution. A primitive lockout mechanism
already included in the model (Section 2.2.2; also see Section 3.1), but since it reli
on an activation function with a high exponent (see Section 1.1 of the Supplementar
material), its biological plausibility is questionable. Yet another reason to include th
STN in the model is the presumed contribution of this nucleus to contra
enhancement in the putamen (Bullock et al., 2009).
Please cite this article in press as: Civier, O., et al. Computational modeling o
involved in syllable selection and initiation. Brain & Language (2013), http:/
between regional neural activities and activations of specific ce
types in the GODIVA model. Unfortunately, there is not always
one-to-one relationship between brain regions whose BOLD re
sponses are reported in the literature and specific cell types i
the GODIVA model: the putamen contains putamen D1R an
putamen D2R cells (among others), the vPMC contains both SSM
plan and SSM choice cells, and the globus pallidus contains bot
GPi and GPe cells. (Although GPi and GPe cells reside in differen
parts of the globus pallidus, imaging studies of stuttering hav
not usually differentiated between them.) The thalamus does cor
respond to single cell type in the GODIVA model. However, becaus
abnormal thalamic cell activity may originate from either the d
rect or indirect pathways, it cannot indicate which of the pathway
is dysfunctional. Given the above, we believe that studies measur
ing the BOLD response of the GPe (the part of the globus pallidu
that belongs to the indirect pathway but not the direct pathway
in isolation, will prove most useful in testing current and futur
theories of BG involvement in stuttering.

The GODIVA model simulations presented here might also sug
gest on the etiology of other speech disorders that have manifesta
tions similar to those produced by the model. Childhood apraxia o
speech (CAS) is a good candidate, as it includes silent posturing (o
prevocalic groping, see Hall, Jordan, & Robin, 2007), which
similar to the blocks simulated by GODIVA. However, to simulat
CAS, the GODIVA model must also be able to generate the outpu
abnormalities specific to that disorder. Terband and colleague
(Terband & Maassen, 2010; Terband, Maassen, Guenther, & Brum
berg, 2009) used this approach with the GODIVA counterpart, th
DIVA model. Though the DIVA model was initially used to simulat
stuttering (Civier et al., 2010), they set the model’s feedback an
reset parameters differently, and could generate searching articu
latory behavior (or groping, see Hall et al., 2007), which character
izes CAS, but is absent from stuttering.

5. Conclusions

Based on GODIVA, a recently developed model of connected
speech planning and sequencing, we investigate two independen
hypotheses of the etiology of stuttering: the ‘‘DA hypothesis’’ pro
poses that stuttering is caused by elevated dopamine levels affec
ing the putamen, and the ‘‘WMF hypothesis’’ proposes tha
stuttering is caused by structural abnormality to corticostriata
white matter fibers that arise from vMC-to-brainstem projection
According to the GODIVA model simulations, which support ou
predictions, either hypothesis can account for blocks (as well a
other dysfluencies, see Section 2.2.3) in stuttering. The hypothese
predict the same dysfluency types, but partially different dysfluen
cy locations: the DA hypothesis accounts for dysfluencies any
where in the utterance (with a bias toward utterance-initia
syllables), whereas the WMF hypothesis can only explain dysfluen
cies in the middle or end of the utterance.

Taking into account the simulation results and our literature re
view-based analysis of each hypothesis’s strengths and weak
nesses (Section 2 of the Supplementary material), we reach th
following conclusions. Despite the many studies reporting im
paired white matter fibers in the vicinity of the vMC, the failur
of the WMF hypothesis to perfectly match previous imaging stud
ies, and its difficulty in accounting for frequent utterance-initia
dysfluencies, as well as for non-oral motor control deficits (se
Supplementary material), disqualify it from being, by itself, a un
fying explanation for stuttering. It is possible that the white matte
impairment is accompanied by another abnormality, or that the a
fected projections are different than hypothesized in this pape
(e.g., superior longitudinal fasciculus III, see Cykowski et a
2010). On the other hand, the close agreement between previou
f stuttering caused by impairments in a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical circuit
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.05.016
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Pl
in
aging studies and the BOLD responses predicted by the DA
pothesis, and the strengths of that hypothesis in explaining
any features of stuttering (the disorder’s nonuniformity across
otor systems, day-to-day variability in severity, the role of

otions, and the adaptation effect, see Supplementary material),
ggest the DA hypothesis warrants further investigation. Unfortu-
tely, at the moment there is only limited experimental evidence
r elevated dopamine levels in PWS (Wu et al., 1997) or for dopa-
ine agonist-induced stuttering in otherwise fluent speakers (see
ction 4). Integrating the above conclusions, we tentatively
edict that in stuttering, elevated dopamine levels coexist with
ite matter impairment, and hypothesize that during brain

velopment, one of these abnormalities might cause the other.
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